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• 0 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d. 

1. Our .. ..... ...... ... ..... .. beats over 100,000 times a day. 

a. stomach b. heart c. lung d. leg 

2. It's important to keep our heart ... ..... .. .. ...... ..... . 

a. interesting b. natural c. unhealthy d. healthy 

3. If you exercise regularly, your heart works ....................... . 

a. better b. worse c. badly d. unhealthy 

•@ Read and complete the text with the words from the box: 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

( bees - food - cut down - people - natural ·.) 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

The kingfisher visited her old friend, the lizard, in a mangrove 
tree. The lizard was sad. She explained that when the people came 
to the mangrove forest, they (1) ..... ......... the trees. After that, it was 
difficult for the lizard to find (2) ...... ... ..... to eat. The dugong told his 
friends the kingfisher and the lizard that the (3) .............. were back. 
They could hear trucks and people shouting. The animals were 
worried. Then, they heard some (4) ..... .. .. .... . buzzing around the tree. 

•@ Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d. 

• 1. A cough is a/an ........ ............... . 
a. illness b. animal c. weather d. food 

2 . ....................... energy means we can get more after we use it. 
a. Magnetic b. Chemicals 
c. Renewable d. Raw material 

• 3. Mohamed .................... .. Adam he could play tennis at the dub. 
a . say b. says c. told d. said 

• 4. Omar is the person .. ................... .. works at the hospital. 
a. which b. who c. where d. when 
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• 0 Read and circle the correct word. 

1. If you didn.'t eat healthy food, you (will I would) get sick. 

2. Have they (wrote I written.) the email ? 

• 0 Reorder the words to make correct sentences. 

1. blood - an.d - carry - Vein.s - arteries . 

2. use - a medicin.e - People - as - hon.ey. 

3. like - What - today - the weather - is ? 

• 0 Read the following and answer the questions below. 

The African. con.tin.en.t is an. amazin.g place, with moun.tain.s, 
deserts, lakes, valleys, an.d rain.forests. There are beautiful 
coasts, waterfalls, an.d volcan.oes. lt has some of the most famous 
n.atural won.ders in. the world. Let's read about four of these. The 
Ngoron.goro Crater in. Tan.zan.ia is the largest volcan.ic crater in. the 
world. lt formed when. a volcan.o erupted million.s of years ago. 
lt is about 260 square kilometers. The sides of the crater are over 
600 meters tall, an.d in.side it there are wetlan.ds an.d forests. 
You can. see lots of differen.t an.imals, birds, an.d plan.ts there. 
Man.y big an.imals live there, in.dudin.g lion.s, elephants, buffalos, 
an.d leopards. 

A. Answer the following questions : 

1. What are there in. the African. con.tin.en.t ? 

2. How was the Ngoron.goro Crater formed ? 
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B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 

3. The African continent has the most famous ..... . ........... ... ... in the 
world. 
a. rocks b. wonders c. river d. deserts 

4. Lions, elephants, buffalos and 

a. flamengo b. penguins 

................ live in the crater. 

c. cows d. leopards 

The reader 

A Complete the sentences with the words from the list: 
--- ----------- -------------------------------- --- ---- -------------

( forest - desert - followed > .. _____________ _____________________________________________________ ,,. 

1. Jubari ...... ............ ..... his mother, Subira. 

2. Donga lives in the mangrove .... .................... . 

B Read and write T (True) or F (False). 

t. People made Lake Nasser because they needed food . 
2. The crocodile was very dangerous. 

ITJ CEJ 
DO 
DD 

• @ Write a text of about SIXTY (60) words using the following 
guiding elements. 

------ -------------------- ---------- ----- -------------------------------

( Wadi El Rayan Waterfalls ) 

Guiding elements: 

• waterfalls • beautiful • oasis 

• water • flamingo • lake 
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• 0 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d. 

t. Our teacher put some ........ ... ... .... .... in a pan. 
a. steam b. food c. ice d. water 

2. Our teacher heated the water until it ... ... ....... ......... . 
a. froze b. boiled c. melted d. used 

3. When the water froze, it turned to ....................... . 
a. ice b. liquid c. gas d. steam 

• f} Read and complete the dialog with the words from the box. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(. What - Where - popular - volleyball - sports center ·-:; 
·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 

Ahmed : Hello Amr. (1) ................. ..... are you going ? 

Amr : I'm going to the sports center because it's basketball dub 
today. 

Ahmed : Oh great. I don't play basketball, but I play volleyball. Is 
there a volleyball dub at the (2) ....................... ? 

Amr : Yes, I know. It's on Fridays because my sister goes to the 
(3) ...... ...... ....... .... dub. 

Ahmed : Oh, good. 
Amr : The volleyball dub is (4) .. .... ..... ........ . . ,so there are always 

a lot of people. 

@ Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d. 

• t. . .... .... ........... means to send out smoke and fire from a volcano. 
a. Erupt b. Erode c. Valley d. Dune 

• 2. They have .. ........ .. .......... animals at the zoo. 
a. saw b. see c. seen d. sees 

• 3. She ...... .... ... .. ...... me her name, did she ? 
a. tell b. told c. didn't tell d. tells 

4. When there's a .... ..... . ... , the water covers the roads. 
a. volcano b. flood c. storm d. hurricane 
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• 0 Read and complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
word(s) in brackets. 

1. What would happened if there .. ....... ............ ... . (be) no gravity ? 

2. Adam said he .... ...... ...... .. ...... . (wins) the game. 

• 0 Reorder the words to make correct sentences. 

1. space - in - there - ~ - gravity ? 

2. play - my friends - i - with - sports . 

3. is - important - Why - copper ? 

•@ Reorder the following and answer the questions below. 

People kept bees to make honey in ancient Egypt over 4,500 
years ago. Honey was an expensive, but it was an important natural 
resource. Everyone liked it because you could use it for many 
different things. People used it to make food taste sweet. They used 
it as a medicine, too. If you cut yourself, you could put honey on the 
cut. People made long, round houses out of day for the bees. 

Then they put the day bee houses, called hives, on top of each 
other in the shape of a pyramid. Every few months, they moved the 
hives along the Nile in boats so that the bees could find new flowers . 

A. Answer the following questions : 
t. How long ago did people keep bees in ancient Egypt ? 

2. Why did they move the hives along the Nile in boats ? 

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
3. People used ...................... .. to make food taste sweet. 

a. honey b. salt c. paper d. mud 
4. People made long, round houses out of .. ......... ....... ..... fo r the bees. 

a. mud b. day c. hon.ey d. papyrus 
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The reader 

A Complete the sentences with the words from the list . 
. ------------------------------------------------- -- -------- ---------------

( mountains - natural - sand ·.) 
·---------------------------------------------------------------------------·· 

1. Turtle 's eggs are in the .... .. ..... ........ .... . 

2. The Nubian ibex lives in the .... ...... .......... .. ... . 

B Read and write T (True) or F (False). 

t. Seagrass grows under the sea. 

2. Lake Nasser is a natural lake. 

(IJ (EJ 

DD 
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• €) Write a text of SIXTY (60) words using the following guiding 

elements. 
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Guiding elements : 

• boil 

• liquid 

• melt 

------------------------------------------- ---

( States of water ·.) 
·-----------------------------------------------·· 

• solid 

• gas 

• freeze 
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• 0 Listen and write T {True) or F (False). 

1. Nada is a healthy girl. 
2. She hates sports. 
3. She eats unhealthy food. 

00 CEJ 
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• f} Read and complete the dialog with the words from the box. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

( natural - non-renewable - raw materials - salty - nature ··:; 
'---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,,. 

Nada : What's a mine, Salma ? 

Salma : It's a place where we get (1) ... ........ .... ... .. ... from the ground, 
like gold and coal. 

Nada : Are raw materials the same as (2) .... ................. .. resources ? 

Salma : Yes, usually. Natural resources are things we can use from 
(3) ... .... .... .. ... ... .... , like wood and soil. 

Nada : Our teacher says that coal is (4) ... .... ............... , is that right ? 

Salma : Yes, that's right. 

@ Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d. 

• 1. All the parts of the ecosystem ........................ . to survive. 

a. separate b. interact c. see d. taste 

2. When there's a .......... ..... ........ .. , we can see smoke and lava. 

a. volcano b. flood c. hurricane d. sandstorm 

• 3. He lives dose to a mountain .................. ....... is called Mount Sinai. 

a. when b. where c. which d. who 

4. Wafaa said that she ... ..... ... ....... .. ..... excited. 

a. is b. was c. are d. do 
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• () Read and circle the correct word. 

1. He lives in Egypt, (don't/doesn't) he ? 

2. He is a very fast runner (but/so) he wins the race. 

• 0 Reorder the words to make correct sentences. 

1. the - in - can - Camels - survive - hot - desert. 

2. What - veins - arteries - do - carry - and ? 

3. is - wood - made - A chair - of. 

0 Read the following and answer the questions below. 

In some ways, humans are similar to plants . Think about our 
circulatory system. Instead of water, our veins and arteries carry 
blood around our bodies. Arteries move blood away from our 
heart. Veins carry blood to it. The nutrients and oxygen that we 
need are in our blood. But we don't use carbon dioxide like plants 
do Humans need sunlight, too . We can't make our own food, 
but we get vitamin D from sunlight. This can help protect us from 
gettmg sick. Sunlight also makes a lot of people feel happy. 

A. Answer the following questions : 
1. How can we get vitamin D ? 

2. What do veins do ? 

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
3. Our veins and arteries carry .... ... ................ around our bodies. 

a. oxygen b. food c. water d. blood 
4. Humans need .......... .. ... ... ....... . 

a. dark b. sunlight c. solar d. panels 
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The reader 

A Complete the sentences with the words from the list. 
--------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------

salty - hun.gry - sweet > 
·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 

1. The crocodile was . . . .. . .. .... ... . . 

2. The man.groves were too ... ........ ............. . . 

B Read and write T (True) or F (False). 

1. Gazelles' favorite food is the daffodil. 

2. Lake Nasser is a very small lake. 

00 CEJ 
DD 
DD 

• €) Write a text of SIXTY (60) words using the following guiding 
elements. 

----------------------------------------------

( Natural resources > 
···-------------------------------------------------· 

Guiding elements : 
• ren.ewable • raw materials • soil 

• n.ature • solar en.ergy • n.on.-ren.ewa ble 
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• 0 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d. 

t. A/ Art ............ ... .. .. .... is all the animals and plants irt art area. 
a. forest b. grassland c. ecosystem d. desert 

2. The ecosystem cart be as small as a .................... ... . 
a. pond b. forest c. desert d. freshwater 

3. The ecosystem cart be as big as a ..... .. .. ..... . 
a. grassland b. desert c. forest d. freshwater 

•@ Read and complete the text with the words from the box. 
-------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------

plane - bike - relax - Exercise - sports ··:; 
---------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

To be healthy, eat healthy food like fruit, vegetables, and fish. 

Play (1 J ..................... with your friends. (2). ............. ..... .. .. regularly in the 

gym or outside. Keep moving. Walk, run, swim, or ride your 

(3J .................... . Take some time to (4) ... .... ............ and be quiet. 

@ Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d. 

• t. Our heart ... ...................... over 100.000 times a day ! 
a. runs b. beats c. exercises d. keeps 

• 2. Hassan said that he .............. ......... .. going to the beach. 
a. to like b. like c. liked d. likes 

3. I want to be a/art ........ ..... ............ because I want to design new 
buildings . 
a. gardener b. doctor c. architect d. vet 

• 4. Did she .. ...... .. .... .......... to the park four days ago ? 
a. go b. goes c. went d. gone 
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Sample Tests 

• 0 Read and complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
word(s) in brackets. 

1. The museum .... ............ ......... (not be) far, is it ? 

2. They have .......... ......... ... ... (decide) to visit their grandparents in 
Port Said. 

•0 Reorder the words to make correct sentences. 

1. favorite - flamingo - My - bird - the - was. 

2. you - traveled - Have - ever - to Luxor ? 

3. did - get - How - gold - people ? 

• 0 Read the following and answer the questions below. 

Damietta is a city on the Mediterranean coast of Egypt. It 
has a long, beautiful coastline and many people like to go there 
on vacation. Ras El-Bar Island is one of the most popular places 
to stay here. There are also many beautiful gardens and orchards 
to see. Orchards are places where fruit trees are grown. Damietta 
is also a busy port and an important fishing center. It has the 
largest number of fishing boats in Egypt. It is an important place 
for agriculture, too. Agriculture is the practice of farming. Crops 
such as rice, fruit, cotton, and date palm trees are grown here for 
the Egyptian people and also to sett to other countries. Damietta 
is a busy city with a famous history but it is also a beautiful, 
modern city. I'd really like to visit Damietta one day. 

A. Answer the following questions : 
1. What are orchards ? 

2. What can you see in Damietta? 
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B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
3. Damietta is a city on. . . ... ... . ... ... . 

a. The Mediterran.ean. coast b. the Red Sea 
c. Ras El-Bar d. the Western. Desert 

4. Damietta has the largest number of ....... ...... .. ....... in. Egypt. 
a. fishing boats b. modern. buildings 
c. clothes d. food 

The reader 

A Complete the sentences with the words from the list. 
--------------------------------------------------------

( run. - sandy - teeth ·.) 
·----------------------------------------------------------· 

1. The desert is perfect for gazelles to .. ......... ... .. .... ... . 

2. The beach was too .... ..... .... ... .. .. ..... . 

B Read and write T (True) or F (False). 

t. Jubari saw a Nubian. ibex on. the mountain.. 

2. A hoof is the hard foot of an. animal. 

ITJ CEJ 
DD 
DD 

• €) Write a text of SIXTY (60) words using the following guiding 

elements. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

( Resources in. An.dent Egypt ") 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------" 

Guiding elements : 

• made • flax 

• Un.en. • honey 

• fertile soil • the Nile 
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• 0 Listen and write T (True) or F (False). 

1. Mount Kilimanjaro is made of two volcanoes. 
2. Mount Kilimanjaro is the tallest mountain in Africa. 
3. People climb Mount Kilimanjaro, but it is difficult. 

00 (£] 
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• f} Read and complete the dialog with the words from the box. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------.... 

!.._ _ ______ i_~~-~-~-~~-~--=--~-~-~-~-~~-~---~---~- ~-~~--=-- ~-~~~~-~-~-:.--=--~~~-~-~~~-~-------
Ali : Are you a builder ? 

Ayman : No, I'm a/an (1) .................. .. ....... .... . 

Ali : What are you (2) ................. ............. ... ..... ..... .. . on now ? 

Ayman : I'm trying to find out how to fly like a/an 
8) .... . ... ............ ... . ...... ... .. . 

Ali : What are you carrying ? 

Ayman : These are my wings. They're made of wood and 
(4) .... ..... . ....... ...... .. . 

@ Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d. 

• 1. When a volcano erupts, there's ...... ............ ....... and fire. 
a. ash b. water c. mud d. rain 

• 2. I play football every day ... .... ..... . ........... I'm a very good player. 
a. and b. so c. but d. or 

• 3. Noura said that she ......................... going to play tennis. 
a. is b. was c. did d. were 

4. . ... ... ... .... .... . ... stops people from floating up into space. 
a . Friction b. Gravity c. Mass d. Speed 
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• 0 Read and circle the correct word. 

1. We live in a place (who I which) is near New Cairo . 
2. Sama said she (went I go) to the library on. Mon.days. 

• 0 Reorder the words to make correct sentences. 

1. foun.d - bones - The children. - din.osaur. 

2. rain., - grow - Without - grass - the - can.'t. 

3. builds - schools - houses - an.d - A builder. 

• 0 Read the following and answer the questions below. 

Sherif wan.ted to be an. en.gin.eer when. he was 10 years old. 
He always watched TV programs about robots, an.d he loved 
makin.g thin.gs. When. he was 13, he started helpin.g a robot 
design. compan.y on.lin.e. He did his school work in. the day an.d 
in. the even.in.g he worked on. his robot projects. This experien.ce 
helped him to start his own. compan.y. 

He said that the scien.ce an.d math lesson.s at school helped him 
to learn. how to solve problems. He also foun.d En.glish very useful. 
He is n.ow learn.in.g Japan.ese so he can. talk to people in. Japan.. 

A. Answer the following questions : 
1. What helped Sherif to solve problems ? 

2. What did Sherif watch on. TV ? 

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
3. Sherif worked for a .......... ............... on.lin.e after he fin.ished his 

school work. 
a. school b. compan.y c. office d. hospital 

4. Sherif is n.ow learn.in.g Japan.ese so he can. talk to people 
in. ....... .... .... .. .. . . 
a . Egypt b. Italy c. Japan. d. Chin.a 
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The reader 

A Read and complete the sentences with the words from the list. 
----- --------------------------------------------- -------- -----

( fast - turtle - crocodile ·.) 
··------------ ---- -------------- ------------------ ----- ---- ___ ____ , 

1. The ............ ......... .. lived in. Ras Han.korab beach. 

2. Gazelles can.'t run. .... ..... ... ......... .... on. the san.d. 

B Read and write T {True) or F {False). 

1. Jubari could fin.d the Wadi of the Gazelles. 

2. Jubari is Jubari's mother. 

00 (£J 
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• @ Write a text of SIXTY (60) words using the following guiding 
elements. 

Guiding elements : 

• un.usual 

• san.d dun.es 

----------------------------------------. . 

( The Pin.n.ades ) 

• western. Australia 

• wild flowers 

• white limestone 

• the tallest columns 
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• 0 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d. 

t. Man.grove trees ... .... .. .... .... ... ... 11011.-livin.g an.d living thin.gs. 
a. interact b. protect c. plan.t d. live 

2. Man.y little .. ... ...... ..... .. .... swim amon.g the roots of the trees. 
a. pen.guin.s b. flamingos c. dogs d. fish 

3. The ......... .... .. ....... of the man.grove trees take four times more carbon. 
dioxide from the air. 
a. bees b. roots c. leaves d. flowers 

•@ Read and complete the text with the words from the box: 

----------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

( dun.es - dry - hot - eleven. - sn.ow ·.) 
'------------------------------------- -- -- ---------------- -----------------------------------" 

The Sahara Desert is the largest (1) .............. desert in. the world. 
It covers (2) .............. countries. Some of the san.d (3) ... can. be 
180 meters high. Although it is a hot an.d (4) ... ........... place, some 
animals an.d plan.ts live here. 

@ Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d. 

• 1. Adam likes studying the planets. He wan.ts to be a/an. ...... ... ... .. .. . 

a. pilot b. en.gin.eer c. astronaut d. architect 

• 2. Have you .. ... ... ...... ...... . on. a ship before ? - Yes, I have. 

a. travels b. traveled c. travel d. traveling 

3. When. the fire stopped burn.in.g, there was lots of ..... ......... ... .... . . 
on. the ground. · 

a. blood b. ash c. lava d. ice 

• 4. You live in. Cairo, 

a. doesn't you 

c. didn't you 
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• 0 Read and complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
word(s) in brackets. 

1. It ............. (be) better if there wasn't much traffic. 

2. Mom said that she ..... . ........... (wil l) help me with my homework. 

• 0 Reorder the words to make correct sentences. 

1. trees - grow out - Mangrove - of - the sea - can. 

2. don't - shape - Liquids - a fixed - have. 

3. is - Tension - force - a - pull. 

0 Read the following and answer the questions below. 

Amr is a healthy boy. He loves sports. He plays tennis, 
football, and basketball. He eats healthy food like fruit, 
vegetables, and rice. He doesn't eat a lot of chocolate because he 
knows that this food isn't very healthy. In the evening, he wants 
to relax, so he reads a book. He does a lot of exercise because 
it's good for him. He has a healthy family, too. His sister Amira 
plays tennis and his sister Dina plays football. His mom walks to 
work and his dad rides his bike, but they don't play sports. His 
sisters like to listen to music to relax. Your heart is very important 
so you have to keep it healthy. It's important to do exercise. It's 
important for our hearts to relax, ·too. 

A. Answer the following questions: 
1. What sports does Amr play ? 

2. Why doesn.'t Amr eat chocolate ? 
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B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 

3. Amr eats healthy food like .... ... ...... ....... .. , fruit and rice. 
a. chocolate b. sweets c. can.dy d . vegetables 

4. It's important for our hearts to ... .. ........ .......... .. . 
a. dig b. relax c. talk d. feed 

The reader 

A Complete the sentences with the words from the list. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

( ________ ~-~-~--~=~--~--~~-~~-~--~--~~-~-~~---------
t. The turtle was ... ..... ... ..... .... ... . 

2. The mangrove forest is by the .... ... ......... ......... . 

B Read and write T {True) or F (False). 

t. Acacia trees are good for gazelles. 

2. Turtle's eggs were in the sand. 

00 (£) 
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• €} Write a text of SIXTY (60) words using the following guiding 

elements. 

------------------------------
Papyrus -.) 

Guiding elements: 
... _____________________________ ,., 

• strong plant • made from • baskets 

• first book • paper • ancient Egyptians 
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• 0 Read and write T (True) or F (False). 

1. My parents traveled to one country. 
2. I took photos of the hurricane. 
3. I didn't learn anything about taking photos . 

t>P~ 
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•@ Read and complete the dialog with the words from the box. 

c------~-h~-~-~-i --=--<li~-~-~~-~~--=- -~ii9·9·i~9--=--~~-~~t-~i-~~--=--9-~-i-~9-------:; 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- - - -- - --------------------------- -- - -- - -- - -- - -·· --------"" 

Grandpa : Where are you (1) ....................... tomorrow, children ? 

Dalia : Nancy and I are going into the mountains with Dad. 

Grandpa : When I was a boy, people told me that there were 
dinosaur bones in the mountains. 

Dalia : Do you mean real (2) ....................... bones ? 

Grandpa : I think so. My friend was (3) .. ...... .... .. .. .. ... .. a hole there and 
he found some bones. 

Nancy : Wow ! Dalia, let's take a (4) ....... .... ..... ... .... when we go to 
the mountains. 

@ Choose the correct answer irom a, b, c or d. 

1 Ti . . c • • enswn LS a ....................... 1orce. 
a. push b. putt c. friction d. gravity 

• 2 • ... .................... I use your book, please ? 
a. Must b. Can c. Witt d. Might 

• 3. The teacher is kind and he has a tot of .... ................... . 
a. patient b. patience c. successful d. lucky 

• 4. He ... .. ... ... .. ...... .. .. be busy at work I'm not sure. 
a. must b. mustn't c. might d. will 
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•O Read and complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
word(s) in brackets. 

1. He speaks English well, . . .......... (can't) he ? 

2. If he ...................... ... (does) his homework, he wouldn't be punished. 

• 0 Reorder the words to make correct sentences. 

1. do - lot - a - I - exercises - of. 

2. use - to carry - We - baskets - things . 

3. has - dinner - her - Noha - made - for - family. 

• 0 Read the following and answer the questions below. 

It was the year 2022 and Hady and Hoda1s grandpa was 
visiting them. Grandpa was a pilot when he was younger. Grandpa 
showed them a pair of special shoes. Air resistance does not pull 
you to the ground when you wear these shoes. So you can fly ! 

Hady wanted to fly over the stadium to watch his favorite 
basketball team. Hoda wanted to fly over the desert. 

Grandpa showed the children what to do. They had to hit 
their left foot with their right foot four times and then they could 
fly ! The children flew up into the air. They could move right or left 
by moving a leg to that side. After 10 minutes, they flew down to 
the ground . Hady and Hoda loved flying ! 

A. Answer the following questions: 
t. What did grandpa show the children ? 

2. How could children move right or left ? 

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
3. Grandpa was a I an ........... .. ............ when he was younger. 

a. teache r b. engineer c. scientist d. pilot 
4. Hady wanted to fly over the ...... .... ............ . 

a . school b. park c. stadium d. desert 
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The reader 

A Complete the sentences with the words from the list. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

salty - brown - water 
·-------- --- -------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

t. Donga is a big white animal in the ...... ...... .. ....... . 
2. The turtle's color was ...................... . 

B Read and write T (True) or F (False). 

1. Gazelles can't run fast in Ras Hankorab beach. 

2. Daffodils are dugongs' favorite food. 

CTI CEJ 
DD 
DD 

• @ Write a text of SIXTY (60) words using the following guiding 
elements. 

1::---w~-~-ci~-;~-~-i-At;i-~~--) 
··----------------------------------------------" 

Guiding elements : 

• Ngorongoro Crater • volcanic crater • wetlands 

• Victoria Falls • eroded • Mount Kilimanjaro 
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• 0 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d. 

1. ........ ... . ..... was a very importan.t part of the econ.omy of an.den.t 
Egypt. 
a. ln.dustry b. Agriculture c. En.gin.eerin.g d. Farmin.g 

2. The Nile .. ..................... every year. 
a. flooded b. slept c. thought d. grew 

3. Farmers grew a lot of ... ... .. ... .. . .... . such as cotton.. 
a. mud b. buildin.g c. crops d. day 

•@ Read and complete the text with the words from the box: 

------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------

( freeze - solid - boil - gas - liquid ··:; 
··---------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- --/ 

Solids, liquids, an.d gases can. change from on.e state to an.other. 
When. you (1) ....................... water, it turn.s to steam. Water is a liquid 
If you (2) .... .... .. .... ... ... .. . water, it turn.s to ice. Steam is a (3) ....................... . 
When. ice gets warm, it melts an.d turn.s to liquid. Ice is 
a (4) ..... . ..... ........... . 

@ choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d. 

• t. I wen.t to the dub ..... .... .. .. .. .. ...... I played football. 

a. which b. who c. what d. where 

2. The an.den.t Egyptian.s took salt from some of the . ... .. ... .. .. .. .. .... . in. 
the Nile Delta. 

a. rivers b. lakes c. rain. d. volcanoes 

• 3. Copper is an. importan.t ... .. .. ... ... ... .. .. .. that is easy to ben.d. 

a. metal b. gas c. plan.t d. liquid 

• 4. Youn.is said that he ..... .... .. ... . .. ..... get a medal in. the race. 

a. can. b. will c. could d. may 
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• 0 Read and complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
word(s) in brackets. 

1. People ...... .. .. .... ....... (must) smoke in hospitals. 

2. We .. .......... .. ....... .. . (visit) our grandparents last week. 

• 0 Reorder the words to make correct sentences. 

1. put - on - I - ribbon - the present - a big. 

2. get - from - We - vitamin D - the sun. 

3. is - rainforest - Where - the Amazon ? 

• 0 Read the following and answer the questions below. 

Last week, our class went on a trip to the waterfalls at Wadi El 

Rayan. It was beautiful ! There are two lakes there : one at the top of 

the waterfalls and one at the bottom. The waterfalls are 6 7 meters 

high, so the sound of water falling is very loud. We couldn't hear our 

teacher talking very well ! 

We learned that the water comes from an oasis in the desert. 

An oasis is a place in the desert with water. The water travels eight 

kilometers from the oasis to the lake through a tunnel. 
Our teacher also told us that there are a lot of different birds 

living there. We saw some of the birds and my favorite was 

the flamingo. 

A. Answer the following questions : 

t. What is an oasis ? 

2. How long does water travel from the oasis to the lake ? 
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B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 

3. The water travels from an oasis to the lake through a ..... . 
a . road b. tunnel c. bridge d. hole 

4. The class went on a trip to the ......... ..... ..... .. . 
a . mountains b. Red Sea c. waterfalls d. desert 

The reader 

A Complete the sentences with the words from the list : 

c::_:::::~~:~::~: :~:~~~:~::~: :~:i~~:: :_:::: .. 
1. Turtles put their eggs in the .... ........ ... . .... . 
2. Subira showed Jubari where to rest on ... ... .. .. ....... ...... days . 

B Read and write T (True) or F (False). ITJ [E) 

1. Acacia leaves give food to the crocodiles . O O 
2. When Donga ran north, he found the ground white and 

very soft. 0 0 

• @ Write a text of SIXTY (60) words using the following guiding 
elements. 

Guiding elements : 

• fall 

• force 
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• 0 Listen and write T (True) or F (False). 

1. The natural world in Africa is beautiful. 

2. People in Africa have made many incredible things . 

3. Some of the most important man-made wonders are 
in France. 

) ~~ 
t~\\\ 

<:..?~\o.i_\$1. ~ 

00 CEJ 

DD 
DD 

DD 

• f} Read and complete the text with the words from the box. 

c·::::~~:~~~~:~:~ :~::~~~~~:~:~:~:~s:~::~:i~:~::~::~~:~~i~~:~::~~:~~:-::::: 
Mariam loved watching animals. She wanted to see what they 

see. One day, Mariam's dad came home. He had (1) ................ .... ... for 

the Luxor airplane festival. Mariam was very excited. When the day 
arrived, Mariam and her family went to the (2) ....................... . Mariam 

was with her parents when she saw a tall woman. Something fell, 

it was a (3) ..... .... .... .... ...... . Mariam picked it up because she wanted to 

give it (4) ........... .......... .. . 

@ Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d. 

• 1. The cat has jumped very high, ......... ..... ... .. ... it? 

a. haven't b. didn't c. hasn't d. isn't 

2. We use the .................... to stop the bike. 

a. signs b. brakes c. wheels d. pedals 

• 3. The .............. ... .. ... is an arch of colors formed in the sky. 

a. rainbow b. limestone c. spring d. ribbon 

4. If we used more renewable energy, it ............... ....... better for our 

planet. 

a. will b. would be c. will be d. would 
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•O Read and circle the correct word. 

t. We (see I saw) a comedy film last night. 

2. I have a friend (who I which) is very good at tennis. 

• 0 Reorder the words to make correct sentences. 

1. blood - move - heart - from - our - away - Arteries . 

2. Kilimanjaro - Mount - made - is - of- volcanoes - three. 

3. people - into space - floating up - from - Gravity - keeps. 

• 0 Read the following and answer the questions below. 

Rainbow Bridge is one of the largest natural arches in the 
world. It is also 200 million years old. It is on Lake Powell in 

Utah, USA. It is 88 meters tall and it is made of red and brown 

sandstone. A river eroded a hole in the sandstone and has formed 

the arch over many, many years. 

Rainbow Bridge has been a national monument since 1910. 

If you want to visit it, you have to take a boat, ride a horse, or 

walk to it. It is in a very hot desert. So, you should visit it in the 
spring or in the fall. Don't forget to take your water bottle and a 
sun hat! 

A. Answer the following questions : 

1. How old is Rainbow Bridge ? 

2. What is Rainbow Bridge made of? 
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B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
3. Rain.bow Bridge is in. a very hot ...... ... ... .. ...... .... . . 

a. oasis b. desert c. sea d. rain.forest 

4. A I An. ... ........ .. .. .. .. ..... eroded a hole in. the san.dston.e. 

a . river b. lake c. sea d. ocean. 

The reader 

A Complete the sentences with the words from the list: 
---------------------------------------------------------------

( dugon.g - turtle - east .') 
., ________________________________________________________________ . 

1. Jubari decided to go .......... . ..... .... ... to look for the Wadi of the 
Gazelles. 

2. Jubari saw a .... ... .... ........ ..... in. Ras Han.korab beach. 

B Read and write T (True) or F (False). 

1. Turtles lay their eggs in. the san.d. 

2. Crocodiles eat seagrass. 

CTI [El 

DD 
DD 

• @ Write a text of SIXTY (60) words using the following guiding 
elements. 

Guiding elements : 

• largest 

• covers 

-------------------------------------------------

( The Sahara Desert ") 
·---------------------------- -- ---------------------· 

• hot 

• coun.tries 

• plan.ts 

• dry 
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• 0 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d. 

1. My cous in. Ali ........ ............... in. the Sin.ai Pen.in.sula. 

a. flies b. travels c. tells 

2. My cousin. Ali lives dose to a . 

a. valley b. mountain. 

3. Han.y lives 

a. above 

... .. ..... ..... a wadi. 

b. between. 

c. lake 

c. far 

d. lives 

d. sea 

d. n.ear 

•@ Read and complete the dialog with the words from the box: 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

( museum - work - Agriculture - important ·.) 
·--------------------------------------------- ------- -- ---------------------- --------- -- --------------------------· 

Taha : Hello, my n.ame's Mr Taha. 
Ramy : Where do you (1) ........... ? 

Taha : I work at the (2) .................. .. .. . 

Ramy : Oh great! Why was agriculture (3) .............. .... .. in. an.cien.t Egypt ? 

Taha : (4) .... . .... .. was a very important part of the econ.omy of 
an.cien.t Egypt. 

Ramy : That soun.ds wonderful. 

@ Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d . 

• t. . move blood away from our heart. 

a. Nutrients b. Arteries c. Vein.s d. Beats 

2. 1 ...................... my homework yet. 

a. didn.'t fin.ish b. haven.'t finished c. finished d. finishes 

• 3 . ........... ........... don.'t have a fixed shape. 

a. Metals b. Solids c. Liquids d. Coals 

• 4. I thin.k it .......... . .......... rain. tomorrow. 

a. will b. had c. is d. must 
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• 0 Read and circle the correct word. 

1. If I (have I had) more t ime, I'd read stories mo re. 

2. Have you ever (been I be) to New York ? 

• 0 Reorder the words to make correct sentences. 

1. your - enjoying - Are - you - weekend ? 

2. a - start - Let's - digg ing - hole. 

3. like - ribbon - looked - a silver - The Nile . 

• €} Read the following and answer the questions below. 

Hello, my name 1s Mr Taha and I work at the museum. I know 
your class is learning about natural resources, so l1m here today 
to talk about resources in ancient Egypt! Did you know that 
ancient Egypt was very successful because it had good natural 
resources? Agriculture was a very important part of the economy 
of ancient Egypt. The Nile flooded every year and made the soil 
fertile. Farmers grew lots of different crops, such as cotton and 
rice. Do any of you know what flax is? This tall plant has blue 
flowers. The plant turns yellow after the flowers die. Flax was 
important in ancient Egypt. People used it to make linen for 
clothes, as well as for strong rope. 

A. Answer the following questions : 

1. What is flax ? 

2. Where does Mr Taha work? 
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B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 

3. People used flax to make .... .. . 
a. cotton b. linen c. tables d . medicine 

4. The Nile flood made the soil ......... ........... .. . . 

a . fertile b. poor c. weak d. dry 

The reader 

A Complete the sentences with the words from the list : 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

( gazelles - mountain. - predators ·.) 
··---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 

t. Jubari learned to run. away very quickly from ....... ...... .. ......... . 

2. Jubari thought the ...... ... ....... .. ...... was too steep for gazelles. 

B Read and write T (True) or F (False). 

t. Jubari wanted to fin.cl the Wadi of the Camels. 
2. Gebel Elba is a low mountain. 

(IJ [EJ 

DO 
DD 

• @ Write a text of SIXTY (60) words using the following guiding 
elements. 

.------ -- ----------------------------------

( Storm-chasers ") 
·---------------------------------------------· 

Guiding elements : 

• extreme weather • hurricane 

• floods • global warming 

• frightened • strong 
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( November assessment J 
2. Listen and write T (True) or F 

(False). 

Mount KilLmanjaro is made 
of three vo lcanoes, but they 
have n. ' t erupted for thousands of 
years . It is the tallest mountain 
in Africa. It has lo ts of different 
ecosystems 

( December assessment J 
• Listen and choose the correct 

answer: 

l'rn Hady. I want to be a pilot 
whe n. I grow up. I'm interested 
in flymg . I want to travel around 
the world My parents told me 
that I have to study hard and to 
be good at science. 

C. Listening Texts of sample tests. 
.OIJ~JJI ?.~lo.i flci.wl LP9JO..i 

( Test 1 J 
• Listen and choose the correct 

answer. 

Your heart beats over 100,000 
times a day ! So it's important to 
keep your heart healthy. If you 
exercise regularly, your heart 
works better and you can get the 
minerals, nutrients, and oxygen 
you need more easily. 

( Test 2 J 
• Listen and choose the correct 

answer. 

In science dass today, our 
teacher put some water in a pan. 
She heated the water until it 
boiled. Some of the water turned 
to steam. Then we poured the 
water into a container, and put it 
in a freezer. The water froze and 
turned to ice. 

( Test 3 J 
• Listen and write (T) True or 

(F) False: 

Nada is a healthy girl. She 
loves sports. She plays tennis, 
football and basketball. She 
eats healthy food like fruit, 
vegetables and rice. 

( Test 4 J 
• Listen and choose the correct 

answer: 

An ecosystem is all the 
animals and plants in an area. 
The ecosystem can be as small 
as a pond or as big as a forest. 
In an ecosystem, living things 
interact with non-living things. 



( Test 5) 

• Listen and write (T) True or 
(F) False: 

Mount Kilimanjaro is made 
of three volcanoes. Mount 
Kilimanjaro is the tallest 
mountain in Africa. Every year, 
about 25.000 people climb it, 
but it is difficult. 
The mountain is very big and 
has lots of different ecosystems. 

(!est ~ 

• Listen and choose the correct 
answer: 

Mangrove trees help the 
environment in many ways . They 
protect non-living and living 
things in the marine ecosystem. 
Many little fish swim among the 
roots of the trees, where bigger 
fish can't catch them. The leaves 
of the mangrove trees take four 
times more carbon dioxide from 
air than other kinds of tree. 

(!est i) 
• Listen and write (T) True or 

(F) False: 
My parents traveled to many 

different countries. I took photos 
of the hurricane. I learned a lot 
about taking photos and extreme 
weather events from my parents . 

@H@ii1#$-1S& Listening Texts 

(TeSt-s) 
• Listen and choose the correct 

answer: 
Agriculture was a very 

important part of the economy 
of ancient Egypt. The Nile 
flooded every year and made 
the soil fertile. Farmers grew 
a lot of different crops such as 
cotton and rice. 

(Test9] 

• Listen and write T (True) or 
F (False): 

The natural world in Africa 

is beautiful, but people in this 
continent have made many 
incredible things too. Some of 
the most important man-made 
wonders are in Egypt 

( Test 10 ) 

• Listen and choose the correct 
answer: 

My cousin Ali who lives in the 
Sinm Peninsula told me a lot 
about the area whe re he lives . 
He lives dose to a mountain 
which is called Mount Sinai. I 
have another cousin, Hany who 
lives near a wadi. 
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General exams:General exams:
Exam (1)Exam (1)

1) Listen and circle the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- Copper was a very important ……… .

a- medal  b- metal  c- pedal  d- food

2- It was ……… to bend.

a- difficult  b- hard  c- easy  d- funny

3- People used it to make ……… .

a- tools  b- pools  c- rulers  d- rolls

4- We can see a lot of copper today in Egyptian ……… .

a- parks  b- zoos  c- museums  d- banks

2) Listen and answer: (4 marks)

1- How is the weather like in the Sahara Desert?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- How many countries does it cover?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3) Read and complete the dialogue with words form the box: (4 marks)

(club – best – football – games)

Khaled: Do you enjoy playing (1) …………………………… ?

Waleed: Yes, I do.

Khaled: What game do you like (2) …………………………… ?

Waleed: I like (3) …………………………… best.

Khaled: Where do you play it?

Waleed: In the (4) …………………………… .
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4) Read the passage then answer the questions: (4 marks)

Mariam loved watching animals. She wanted to see what they see. One 

day, Mariam’s dad came home. He had tickets for the Luxor airplane 

festival. Mariam was very excited. When the day arrived. Mariam and her 

family went to the festival. Mariam was with her parents when she saw a tall 

woman. Something fell. It was a photograph. Mariam picked it up because 

she wanted to give it back.

A) Choose the correct answer:

1- Mariam loved watching ……… .

a- birds  b- animals  c- cars  d- insects

2- Mariam’s dad had tickets for the Luxor airplane ……… .

a- ceremony b- feast  c- festival  d- bank

B) Answer the following questions:

3- Why was Mariam very excited?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- Where did Mariam and her family go?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5) Choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- They like English, ……… they?

a- does  b- do   c- don’t  d- didn’t

2- If he ran, he ……… catch the bus.

a- will   b- would  c- may  d- can

3- I use a ……… to dig in the mountains.

a- towel  b- shovel  c- bang  d- rope

4- This soil is very ……… We can plant many crops.

a- fertile  b- bad  c- ugly  d- poor
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6) Order the words to make correct sentences: (2 marks)

1- are – high – How – waterfalls – the?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- have – didn’t – She – chicken – breakfast – for.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7) The Reader: (3 marks)

A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):

1- Gazelles and acacia trees are part of the ecosystem in Wadi el Gemal. (          )

2- Dorcas gazelles find it easy to climb steep mountains.       (          )

3- The acacia trees gives gazelles food and water.        (         )

4- The acacia trees need gazelles because they take their seeds to new places.                                                                            

                   (         )

B) Complete the following sentences:

5- Dugongs eat ……………………….

6- A crocodile is a ………………. Animal.

8) Write a paragraph of fifty (50) words about: (5 marks)

“An ecosystem”

Guiding words: (animals – plants – area – big – small – interact – species)

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………
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Exam 2:Exam 2:
1) Listen and circle the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- Mount Kilimanjaro is made of ……… volcanoes.

a- two  b- thirty  c- three  d- four

2- Kilimanjaro is the tallest mount in ……… .

a- Africa  b- Europe  c- America  d- Australia

3- It’s ……… to climb Kilimanjaro.

a- easy  b- nice  c- difficult  d- good

4- There is snow and ……… at the top.

a- water  b- gas  c- ice   d- fall

2) Listen and answer: (4 marks)

1- How old was Ali?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- Where did he work?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3) Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue: (4 marks)

(ride – beautiful – when – Dad)

Mazen : Hi Nabil! Have you seen my new bike?

Nabil  : Yes. It’s (1) …………………… . Who bought it for you?

Mazen : My (2) …………………… bought it for me.

Nabil  : (3) …………………… did you get it?

Mazen : I got it last week.

Nabil  : Can you (4) …………………… it?

Mazen : Yes, I use force to get the bike to move by pushing pedals.
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4) Read the passage then answer the questions: (4 marks)

    Many people prefer to live in towns and big cities like Cairo and Alexandria. 

They are attracted by their lights, tall buildings and clubs. Many people leave 

their villages and live in towns where the chances of work are found. They 

work in big shops and restaurants and earn much money. Those people 

have forgotten that they’re in need of the village and its crops, vegetables 

and fruits. Without the farmer, people would suffer much.

A) Choose the correct answer:

1- Clubs and tall buildings are found in the ……… .

a- village  b- city  c- town  d- farm

4- People can go to the ……… to have a meal.

a- cinema  b- theatre  c- restaurant d- bakery

B) Answer the following questions:

1- Why do many people prefer to live in big cities?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- Where do we get crops?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5) Choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- He played tennis, ……… he?

a- don’t  b- doesn’t  c- didn’t  d- did

2- Water is a steam when you ……… it.

a- cool  b- boil  c- freeze  d- carry

3- Abbas Ibn Firnas ……… many things.

a- planted  b- invented  c- played  d- did

4- He said I ……… English.

a- like   b- liked  c- likes  d- plays
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6) Order the words to make correct sentences: (2 marks)

1- flax – used – People – make – to – linen.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- like – be – would – I – to – a teacher.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7) The Reader: (3 marks)

A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):

1- A crocodile is a dangerous animal.   (           )

2- Gazelles can climb steep mountains.   (           )

3- Donga is a bird.      (           )

4- Donga eats sea grass.     (           )

B) Complete the following sentences:

5- Subira taught Jubari which ………………………. were dangerous.

6- Jubari and Subira’s favorite food was ………………………….

8) Write a paragraph of fifty (50) words about: (5 marks)

“Sunlight”

Guiding words: (need – food – vitamin D – protect – sick – feel happy)

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………
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Exam (3)Exam (3)
1) Listen and circle the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- The kingfisher visited her ……… the lizard in a mangrove.

a- friend  b- mother  c- father  d- teacher

2- The lizard was ……… .

a- excited  b- happy  c- delighted  d- sad

3- When the people came to the mangrove forest, they cut down ……… .

a- grass  b- flowers  c- trees  d- leaves

4- After cutting trees, it is difficult for the lizards to find ……… to eat.

a- food  b- water  c- fish   d- birds

2) Listen and answer: (4 marks)

1- What is an oasis?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- How does the water travel?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3) Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue: (4 marks)

(there – like – been – have)

Sondos : How many countries have you visited, Dad?

Father : I (1) ………………………… visited ten countries.

Sondos : Have you (2) …………………………. to Italy?

Father : Yes, I have been to Italy.

Sondos : Have you ever been to Japan?

Father : No, I haven’t been (3) ………………………… yet.

Sondos : Which country did you (4) ……………………… most?

Father : I liked France most.
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4) Read the passage then answer the questions: (4 marks)

    During the summer holiday, Karim, his brother and sister went to 

Alexandria. One day thought it was a nice idea to hire a boat as the weather 

was lovely. They hired a boat for ten pounds. They rowed till they were far 

from the shore. Suddenly the waves became very high, and the boat turned 

upside down. The children shouted for help. A man heard their shouts and 

quickly took off his clothes, jumped into the water and swam to them. He 

was able to save them and bring them safely to the shore.

A) Choose the correct answer:

1- They hired a boat because the weather was ……… .

a- bad  b- ugly  c- lovely  d- terrible

2- A ……… was able to save the children.

a- lady  b- boy  c- man  d- woman

B) Answer the following questions:

3- Where did Karim go during the summer holiday?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- What was their idea?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5) Choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- I always eat healthy diet, ……… I exercise every day.

a- and  b- but  c- so   d- because

2- My father has ……… by bus.

a- travel  b- traveled  c- travels  d- traveling

3- ……… between the bike, tires and the road stops your from falling.

a- Friction  b- Tension  c- Spring  d- Gravity

4- You can’t usually see a ……… .

a- solid  b- gas  c- liquid  d- papyrus
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6) Order the words to make correct sentences: (2 marks)

1- you – a ship – Have – on – travelled?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- turns – Water – boil – when – it – you – steam – to.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7) The Reader: (3 marks)

A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):

1- Jubari’s hooves were too small.    (       )

2- Turtles lay their eggs on water.    (       )

3- The seagrass were very salty.     (       )

4- Lake Nasser is the home of the birds.    (       )

B) Complete the following sentences:

5- Jubari can run very ……………………… .

6- The ……………………… is a perfect place for gazelles.

8) Write a paragraph of fifty (50) words about: (5 marks)

“A picnic”

Guiding words: ( picnic – family – fun – play – football – happy – nice time )

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………
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Exam (4)Exam (4)
1) Listen and circle the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- Egyptian people kept ……… to make honey.

a- goats  b- buffaloes  c- dogs  d- bees

2- In ancient Egypt, honey was ……… .

a- cheap  b- expensive c- hot   d- cold

3- Honey is an important ……… resource.

a- man-made b- natural  c- artificial  d- useless

4- People used honey to make food taste ……… .

a- sweet  b- salty  c- sour  d- awful

2) Listen and answer: (4 marks)

1- What does an architect do? 

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- What kind of resources is he interested in?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3) Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue: (4 marks)

(found – mountain – dinosaur – museum)

Grandpa : What are you doing tomorrow, children?

Donia  : We are going into the (1) ………………. with Dad. There   

    were dinosaur bones in the mountains.

Tarek  : What would we do if we (2) ………………. dinosaur bones?

Donia  : I would take them to the (3) ………………. . Here’s the   

    shovel. Let’s start digging.

Tarek  : Look! I’ve found a bone. Is it a (4) ………………. bone?

Donia  : I don’t think so. They’re heavy enough to be dinosaur bones.
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4) Read the passage then answer the questions: (4 marks)

   I’m Amal. I want to be an astronaut because I’m interested in stars and 

the planets. It is important to study other planets because it helps us 

understand our own planet, and this might help us solve some of Earth’s 

problems. When you see videos of the international space station, it looks 

fun living without gravity. The people float all the time. I have read a lot 

about the planet Mars and the research scientists are doing.

A) Choose the correct answer:

1- Amal wants to be a/an ……… .

a- doctor  b- pilot  c- engineer  d- astronaut

2- Living without ……… will make people float all the time.

a- gravity  b- flood  c- food  d- water

B) Answer the following questions:

3- Why is it important to study planets?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- Why do people float into space?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5) Choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- I ……… you this story already.

a- tell   b- tells  c- have told  d- telling

2- When you boil water it turns from a liquid to a ……… .

a- gas   b- liquid  c- solid  d- ice

3- He said he ……… trees.

a- plant  b- planted  c- plants  d- planting

4- Abbas Ibn Firnas was a great ……… .

a- teacher  b- doctor  c- inventor  d- baker
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6) Order the words to make correct sentences: (2 marks)

1- can – What – we – do – with – natural – resources?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- don’t – They – look – normal – shoes – like.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7) The Reader: (3 marks)

A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):

1- Daffodils give gazelles food and water all year around.  (         )

2- A crocodile can look like a dead tree in the water.   (         )

3- Gebel Elba is very steep.      (         )

4- People made Lake Nasser because they needed fish.  (         )

B) Complete the following sentences:

5- A ……………… offered Jubari some seagrass.

6- Jubari was born in the Wadi of ……………… .

8) write a paragraph of fifty (50) words about: (5 marks)

“Things people used in ancient Egypt”

Guiding words:  ( flax – linen – mud – bricks – honey – medicine 

           – papyrus – paper )

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………
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Exam (5)Exam (5)
1) Listen and circle the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- It’s ……… Salma and her family are going for a holiday.

a- winter  b- spring  c- summer  d- autumn

2- Salma and her family are going to ……… .

a- Aswan  b- Luxor  c- Marsa Alam d- Alexandria

3- Salma looks out of the ……… window.

a- bus   b- car   c- train  d- plane

4- Salma sees a sign to Sukari ……… .

a- fine  b- mine  c- line   d- coin

2) Listen and answer: (4 marks)

1- What kind of force does Mazen use to move the bike?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- How does he stop the bike?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3) Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue: (4 marks)

(family – midyear – there – why)

Dalia : Where did you spend your (1) ………………………… holiday?

Rania : I’ve been to Luxor.

Dalia : (2) ………………………… did you go there?

Rania : To see the temples and enjoy the warm weather.

Dalia : How did you go there?

Rania : I went (3) ………………………… by train.

Dalia : Who did you go with?

Rania : I went with my (4) ………………………… .
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4) Read the passage then answer the questions: (4 marks)

   Sherif wanted to be an engineer when he was 10 years old. He always 

watched TV programs about robots, and he loved making things. When 

he was 13, he started helping a robot design company online. He did 

his schoolwork in the day and in the evening he worked on his robot 

projects. This experience helped him to start his own company. He said 

that the science and math lessons at school helped him to learn how to 

solve problems. He also found English very useful as it helps him work with 

people across the world.

A) Choose the correct answer:

1- Sherif wanted to be an ……… when he was 10.

a- doctor  b- engineer  c- teacher  d- vet

2- He loved ……… things.

a- playing  b- reading  c- making  d- going

B) Answer the following questions:

3- When did he start helping a robot design company online?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- What subjects helped him to solve problems.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5) Choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- The Sahara Desert is very ……… and dry.

a- cool  b- cold  c- snowy  d- hot

2- If I ……… a lot of money, I would buy a car.

a- has   b- have  c- had  d- haven’t

3- There isn’t any grass to eat, so the rabbits ……… be hungry.

a- can   b- can’t  c- will   d- won’t

4- You use a ……… force to move the pedals.

a- pull  b- push  c- roll   d- slide
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6) Order the words to make correct sentences: (2 marks)

1- would – was – there – What – gravity – no – happen - if?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- park – the – I – like – visiting.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7) The Reader: (3 marks)

A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):

1- Jubari’s hooves were too small.     (       )

2- Dorcas gazelles find it easy to climb steep mountains.  (       )

3- The Nubian ibex live in Lake Nasser.     (       )

4- Donga is a bird.        (       )

B) Complete the following sentences:

5- Jubari wanted to look for the Wadi of ………………..

6- The white sand is too ……………………….

8) Write a paragraph of fifty (50) words about: (5 marks)

“A school trip”

Guiding words: ( last – family – arrived – pyramids – sphinx – museum 

          – tower – nice time )

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………
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Exam 6:Exam 6:

1) Listen and circle the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- Mr. Taha works at the ……… .

a- park  b- museum  c- school  d- temple

2- Our class is learning about natural ……… .

a- courses  b- resources c- houses  d- forces

3- They are talking about resources in ……… Egypt.

a- old   b- new  c- modern  d- ancient

4- Ancient Egypt had ……… of resources.

a- little  b- few  c- a lot  d- less

2) Listen and answer: (4 marks)

1- Where is Damietta?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- What does it have? 

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3) Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue: (4 marks)

(What – How – club – went)

Tom : Where did you go at the weekend?

Ann : I went to the (1) ……………………………… .

Tom : ……………………………… did toy go there ?

Ann : By car.

Tom : Who did you go with?

Ann : I (2) ……………………………… with my friends.

Tom : (3) ……………………………… did you do there ?

Ann : I played tennis.
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4) Read the passage then answer the questions: (4 marks)

     It’s a beautiful day. it is hot and the sun is shining. The sky is blue and the 

birds are singing. A man is sitting next to the river. He is fishing. He wants 

a fish for his basket which is empty. He has not got a fish. Look! A big fish 

is swimming in the river. The man can see it. “Come here!” the man says 

loudly. What has he got? It is swimming quickly down the river. The man 

didn’t catch it because it was just an old shoe.

A) Choose the correct answer:

1- The man is sitting ……… .

a- in a boat      b- next to a river      c- under a tree        d- by the window

2- The man didn’t catch it because it was just ……… .

a- a big fish     b- an old shoe           c- an old boat          d- a shark

B) Answer the following questions:

3- What is the weather like?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- Why does the man want the fish?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5) Choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- Mangrove forest ……… the marine ecosystem.

a- protects  b- kills  c- damages  d- destroys

2- The ……… followed the thunderstorm in his car.

a- engineer  b- vet   c- storm-chaser d- doctor

3- When you ……… water, it turns to steam.

a- freeze  b- boil  c- cool  d- melt

4- The children visited the science museum, ……… they ?

a- aren’t  b- didn’t  c- did   d- are
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6) Order the words to make correct sentences: (2 marks)

1- travelled – on – Have – a – ship – you?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- is – largest – Cairo – in – the – Egypt – city.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7) The Reader: (3 marks)

A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):

1- Jubari was born in Wadi el Gemal.     (         )

2- The first animal Jubari met was a dugong.    (         )

3- Daffodils give gazelles food and water all year around.  (         )

4- Lake Nasser is a very big natural lake.    (         )

B) Complete the following sentences:

5- Jubari was …………………………… .

6- Jubari and Subira were looking for …………………………… .

8) Write a paragraph of fifty (50) words about: (4 marks)

“What do you want to be?”

Guiding words: ( astronaut – study – stars – planets – space station – gravity ) 

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………
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Exam (7)Exam (7)

1) Listen and circle the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- The lave and ……… mix with mud flows.

a- flash  b- ash  c- splash  d- crash

2- This makes soild ……… where good food grows.

a- bad  b- fertile  c- sad   d- ugly

3- The ……… thank the volcanoes for helping them.

a- doctors  b- farmers  c- teachers  d- bakers

4- Lava and ash mix ……… mud flows.

a- at   b- by   c- with  d- for

2) Listen and answer: (4 marks)

1- What is Mount Kilimanjaro made of?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- What does it have?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3) Read and complete: (4 marks)

(luck – beautiful – patient – success)

1- I think the school concert will be a big …………………. .

2- Tarek is helping his little brother. He is very …………………. with him.

3- The colorful birds in that tree are very …………………. .

4- The photographer had no …………………. this morning. She didn’t  

     see a lion.
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4) Read the passage then answer the questions: (4 marks)

There were many natural resources in ancient Egypt. Egyptians used 

honey to make medicine. It was very important for helping with problems 

with the skin or eyes. There are hieroglyphics in ancient temples which 

show people keeping bees. People used papyrus. It is a strong plant to 

make things such as baskets and sandals, but the most important thing 

people made from it was paper. The ancient Egyptians made some of 

the first books in the world using it.

A) Choose the correct answer:

1- Egyptians used ……… for helping with problems with the skin.

a- linen  b- papyrus  c- honey  d- flax

2- The ancient Egyptians made some of the first ……… in the world using  

     papyrus.

a- books  b- honey  c- flax   d- gold

B) Answer the following questions:

3- Who used honey to treat health problems?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- What was papyrus used for?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5) Choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- A liquid and a ……… don’t have a fixed shape.

a- gas   b- solid  c- rock  d- stone

2- Their teacher won’t give them homework, ……… he?

a- will   b- won’t  c- can   d- is

3- ……… move blood away from heart.

a- Veins  b- Arteries  c- Bones  d- Muscles

4- They ……… to Jordan two years ago.

a- go   b- went  c- has gone  d- goes
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6) order the words to make correct sentences: (2 marks)

1- met – We – who – a man – a garden – works – in.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- do – you – What – is – natural – think – a – resource?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7) The Reader: (3 marks)

A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):

1- Jubari couldn’t climb because the mountain was too steep.    (           )

2- Delicious gazelles don’t need water.                   (           )

3- The crocodile has big teeth.                                  (           )

4- Jubari wanted to find the Wadi of the Camels.               (           )

B) Complete the following sentences:

5- Subira showed Jubari where to rest on ………………… days.

6- They got enough water to survive from …………………….

8) Write a paragraph of fifty (50) words about: (5 marks)

“Things you do on weekends”

Guiding words: (play – visit – help – watch – beac)

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………
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Exam (8)Exam (8)

1) Listen and circle the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- Seleem is a ……… boy.

a- healthy  b- unhealthy c- bad  d- sad

2- Seleem loves ……… .

a- parks  b- sports  c- books  d- cups

3- He doesn’t eat a lot of ……… .

a- fruit  b- vegetables c- chocolate  d- rice

4- In the evening he wants to ……… .

a- relax  b- play  c- eat   d- run

2) Listen and answer: (4 marks)

1- What kind of resources is coal?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- What is steam?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3) Read and complete the dialogue: (4 marks)

(Who – What – How often – Why)

Dina  : (1) ………………… is your favorite subject?

Habiba : My favorite subject is English.

Dina  : (2) ………………… do you like it?

Habiba : Because it is fun.

Dina  : (3) ………………… teaches you English?

Habiba : Mr. Ahmed is our teacher.

Dina  : (4) ………………… do you study it?

Habiba : I study it every day.
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4) Read the passage then answer the questions: (4 marks)

Last year I visited the Winter Palace in St. Petersburg in Russia. It was such 

a fantastic trip. In this Palace there are marble and gold everywhere with 

huge chandeliers hanging from the ceiling. The light made everything 

shiny. The Winter Palace is full of treasures from the past. I really enjoyed 

the amazing views over the river Neva. I had to walk a lot so I wore 

comfortable shoes. Going to the Palace in the morning is much better 

than going in the afternoon, because there were long queues in the 

afternoon. I hope I can go there one more time.

A) Choose the correct answer:

1- The Winter Palace is on the river ……………………..

a- Nile   b- Thames  c- Neva  d- Sein

2- The underline word It refers to the …………………….

a- Winter Palace  b- trip  c- Palace  d- castle

B) Answer the following questions:

3- Where is the Winter Palace?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- Why did the visitor wear comfortable shoes?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5) Choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- I have another cousin ……… lives near a wadi.

a- which  b- where  c- who  d- what

2- He is poor, ……… he is happy.

a- and   b- but   c- so   d- because

3- The old cheese had a bad ……… .

a- speed  b- odor  c- sound  d- melt

4- My favorite bird is the ……… .

a- monkey  b- flamingo  c- donkey  d- lion
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6) Order the words to make correct sentences: (2 marks)

1- can – pour – You – into – a liquid – a cup.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- doing – are – What – tomorrow – you?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7) The Reader: (3 marks)

A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):

1- Acacia trees need gazelles because they take their seeds to new places.(         )

2- Lake Nasser is a very big natural lake.                   (       )

3- When Jubari met a dangerous crocodile, he ran home.  (       )

4- A crocodile can look like a dead tree in the water.   (       )

B) Complete the following sentences:

1- Wadi el Gemal means Wadi of the …………………..

2- Donga lives in the …………………….

8) Write a paragraph of fifty (50) words about: (5 marks)

“The Mangrove trees”

Guiding words: ( important – marine ecosystem – leaves – thick – animals – live ) 

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………
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Exam (9)Exam (9)

1) Listen and circle the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- Mangrove trees can grow in ……… water.

a- fresh  b- salt  c- sweet  d- sour

2- Mangrove forests ……… the marine ecosystem.

a- protect  b- damage  c- destroy  d- kill

3- The leaves of mangrove trees take more ……… from the air than other trees.

a- oxygen  b- carbon dioxide c- water  d- gas

4- Bees make special honey from the ……… of mangrove trees.

a- roots  b- leaves  c- stems  d- flowers

2) Listen and answer: (4 marks)

1- Where do we get vitamin D?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- How does sunlight make us feel?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3) Read and complete the dialogue: (4 marks)

(Yes – fine – like – What)

Tarek  : How are you Ahmed?

Ahmed : I’m (1) ……………………………… thank you.

Tarek  : (2) ………………………………  are you doing?

Ahmed : I’m doing my English homework.

Tarek  : Do you (3) ………………………………  English?

Ahmed : Yes, I like English very much.

Tarek  : Do you read stories in English?

Ahmed : (4) ………………………………  ,I do.
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4) Read the passage then answer the questions: (4 marks)

Jack is a carpenter. He has a big workshop. He gets up at 6 o’clock in the 

morning. He has breakfast. Then, he goes to his workshop. He makes 

tables and chairs. He likes his job. Jack has two daughters and a son. 

His son is older than his daughters. On Friday, he doesn’t go to work. He 

likes watching TV with his family.

A) Choose the correct answer:

1- Jack likes his ……… .

a- shop  b- job   c- cat   d- dog

2- A carpenter can make ……… .

a- bread  b- bikes  c- tables  d- vegetables

B) Answer the following questions: 

3- What is Jack’s job?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- When does Jack get up?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5) Choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- Has he ……… in a plane or a train?

a- travel  b- traveled  c- travels  d- traveling

2- ……… is what subjects smell like.

a- Melt  b- Freeze  c- Speed  d- Odor

3- He uses a ……… force to move the pedals.

a- pull  b- push  c- fall   d- stop

4- This is Dina ……… lives in Cairo.

a- which  b- who  c- when  d- where
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6) Order the words to make correct sentences: (2 marks)

1- crater – The Ngorongoro – is – square – kilometers – 260.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- lives – What – in – forests – mangrove?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7) The Reader: (3 marks)

A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):

1- Wadi el Gemal is the perfect place for gazelles.  (         )

2- Jubari wasn’t curious.      (         )

3 -Subira was a good mother.     (         )

4- Jubari isn’t clever.                                                          (         )

B) Complete the following sentences:

5- The mountains were too ……………………………………

6- Jubari and Subira’s favorite food was ………………………………

8) Write a paragraph of fifty (50) words about: (5 marks)

“Natural Wonders”

Guiding words: ( The Sahara Desert – largest – eleven – countries 

   – Mount Kilimanjaro – three – volcanoes – tallest )

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

Exam 10:
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Exam (10)Exam (10)

1) Listen and circle the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- In some ways, human are similar to ……… .

a- plants  b- water  c- sun   d- sky

2- Our ……… move blood away.

a- veins  b- arteries  c- bones  d- muscle

3- Our ……… carry blood to heart.

a- bones  b- stomach  c- veins  d- arteries

4- We don’t use ……… like plants do.

a- oxygen  b- water  c- carbon dioxide d- food

2) Listen and answer: (4 marks)

1- How did people in ancient Egypt build houses?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- Where did the take it from?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3) Read and complete the text with the words from the box: (4 marks)

(clocks – telling – important – scientist)

People around the world invented water clocks. They were the best for       

(1) ……………. the time correctly. In 1656 a (2) ……………. invented the 

first modern clock. These new (3) ……………. became the best way to 

tell the time. But water clocks were very (4) ……………. for many years.
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4) Read the passage then answer the questions: (4 marks)

One summer evening, I was sitting by the Open window reading a new 

story. After a time, it became too dark to read easily. So, I put the book 

down and went up to switch on the light. I was just about to draw the 

curtains as well, when I heard a loud cry of help! It seemed to come from 

the trees at the end of the garden. I looked out, but I saw nothing. I used 

my torch to see my way back home. When I reached the window near 

the door of the house, I saw a bird sitting on the top of the window. It 

was a large green and red bird. It was a parrot. It was repeating “Help”, 

but in a weak voice.

A) Choose the correct answer:

1- The writer used a torch to ……… .

a- read his book    b- see his way    c- open the window   d- climb the tree

2- It was a ……… which cried for help.

a- parrot b- boy c- man d- girl

B) Answer the following questions:

3- Why did the writer go to the garden?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- Where did the write think the loud cry come from?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5) Choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- This is the place ……… I live.

a- what b- where c- who d- which

2- To increase the speed, ……… the pedals more quickly.

a- pull b- push c- plant d- play

3- Bees live in houses called ……… .

a- lives b- knives c- hives d- wives

4- He said he ……… a car.

a- buy b- buys c- bought d- buying
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6) Order the words to make correct sentences: (2 marks)

1- a bike – you – Have – ridden – before?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- to – used – People – mud – houses – build.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7) The Reader: (3 marks)

A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):

1- Jubari ran all the way home when he saw the crocodile. (  )

2- Gazelles don’t help the acacia trees. (  )

3- Turtles lay their eggs in the sand. (  )

4- Dugongs eat leaves from mangrove trees. (  )

B) Complete the following sentences:

3- Jubari thinks that the desert is ……………………… for them to run.

4- Jubari climbed the mountain. It was very ……………………… .

8) Write a paragraph of fifty (50) words about: (5 marks)

“Resources in ancient Egypt”

Guiding words: successful – flax – linen – papyrus – books

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………
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Listening texts: 

General exams:
Exam 1:

1) Listen and circle the correct answer:
Copper was a very important metal. It was easy to bend, and people used it to make tools, cooking 

pots, as well as jewelry. We can see a lot of these objects today in Egyptian museums.
2) Listen and answer:

The Sahara Desert is the largest hot desert in the world. It covers eleven countries. Some of the sand 
dunes can be 180 meters high. Although it is a hot and dry place, some animals and plants live there. 

Exam 2:
1) Listen and circle the correct answer:

Mount Kilimanjaro is made of three volcanoes. Mount Kilimanjaro is the tallest mountain in Africa. 
Every year, about 25.000 people climb it but it is difficult. The mountain has different ecosystems. At 

the top there is snow and ice.
2) Listen and answer:

Ali was ten years old and he lived in the 9th century. He worked on his father’s farm. Every day that 
summer, he saw a man walk through the fields towards a tower. The man was old but looked strong. 

Exam 3:

1) Listen and circle the correct answer:
The Kingfisher visited her friend, the lizard, in a mangrove tree. The lizard was sad. She explained that 
when people came to the mangrove forest they cut down the trees. After that, it was difficult for the
lizard to find food to eat.
2) Listen and answer:
We learned that the water comes from an oasis in the desert. An oasis is a place in the desert with
water. The water travels eight kilometers from the oasis to the lake through a tunnel.
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Exam 4:

1) Listen and circle the correct answer:
Ancient Egyptian kept bees to make honey over 4.500 years ago. Honey was expensive but an
important natural resource. Everyone like honey because you could use it for many different things.
People used honey to make food taste sweet.
2) Listen and answer:
I’m thinking about the future and I’ve decided what job I wanted to do. I want to be an architect and 
design buildings. I’m really interested in designing buildings with renewable resources. I think we
need to design better buildings in the future.

Exam 5:
1) Listen and circle the correct answer:
It’s summer and Salma and her family are going to Marsa Alam for a holiday. Salma looks out of the
car window and sees a signs to the Sukari mine.
2) Listen and answer:
When Mazen is riding his bike, he uses a push force to move the pedals. When he wants to stop the
bike, he uses the brakes. The brakes slow down or stop the wheels.

Exam 6:
1) Listen and circle the correct answer:
Hello, my name’s Mr. Taha and I word at the museum. I know your class is learning about natural
resources, so I’m here today to talk about resources in ancient Egypt. Ancient Egypt had a lot of them.
2) Listen and answer:
Damietta is a city on the Mediterranean coast of Egypt. It has a long beautiful coast line and many
people like to go there on vacation. There are also many beautiful gardens and orchards to see.
Damietta is also a busy port and an important fishing center.

Exam 7:
1) Listen and circle the correct answer:
The lava and ash mix with mud flows, this makes soil fertile where good food grows, when the
farmers come back to the land, they thank the volcanoes for the helping hand.
2) Listen and answer:
Mount Kilimanjaro is made of three volcanoes, but they haven’t erupted for thousands of years. It’s
the tallest mountain in Africa. It has lots of different ecosystems and at the top there is a valley.

Exam 8:
1) Listen and circle the correct answer:
Seleem is a healthy boy. He loves sports. He plays tennis, football and basketball. He eats healthy
food like fruit, vegetables and rice. He doesn’t eat a lot of chocolate because it is unhealthy. In the
evening, he wants to relax, so he reads a book.
2) Listen and answer:
When you open the fridge door, you are using a pull force. Coal is non-renewable because you can
only burn it once. Solar energy is a natural resource. Steam is a gas.

Exam 9:
1) Listen and circle the correct answer:
Mangrove trees are special because they can grow in salt water. Mangrove forests protect the marine 
ecosystem. The leaves of mangrove trees take more carbon dioxide from the air than other trees.
Bees make special honey from the flowers of mangrove trees.
2) Listen and answer:
Humans need sunlight, too. We can’t make our own food, but we get vitamin D from sunlight. This
can help protect us from getting sick. Sunlight also makes a lot of people feel happy.

Exam 10:
1) Listen and circle the correct answer:
In some ways, humans are similar to plants. Think about our circulatory system. Instead of water, our 
veins and arteries carry blood around our bodies. Arteries move blood away from our heart. Veins
carry blood to it. We don’t use carbon dioxide like plants do.
2) Listen and answer:
People in ancient Egypt used mud to build houses and other buildings. They took it from the Nile
when it was soft and made it into square bricks. These were hard and strong when they are dried.
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General exams:
Exam 1:

1) Listen and choose the correct answer:
1- metal 2- easy 3- tools 4- museums
2) Listen and answer:
1- It is a hot and dry place.
2- It covers eleven countries.
3) Read and complete the dialogue with
words from the box:
1- games 2- best 3- football 4- club
4) Read the passage and answer the

questions:

1- Ali was ten years old.
2- He worked on his father’s farm.
3) Read and complete the dialogue with
words from the box:
1- beautiful 2- Dad 3- when 4- ride
4) Read the passage and answer the

questions:
A) Choose the correct answer:
1- city 2- restaurant
B) Answer the following questions:
3- They work in big shops and restaurants
and earn much money.
4- From the village.
5) Choose the correct answer:
1- didn’t 2- boil 3- invented 4- like
6) Order the words to make correct

sentences:
1- People used flax to make linen.
2- I would like to be a teacher.

7) The Reader:
A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- T 2- F 3- F 4- T
B) Complete the following sentences:
1- animals 2- desert daffodils

Exam 3:
1) Listen and choose the correct answer:
1- friend 2- sad 3- trees 4- food
2) Listen and answer:
1- An oasis is a place in the desert with water.
2- Through a tunnel.
3) Read and complete the dialogue with
words from the box:

A) Choose the correct answer:
1- animals 2- festival
B) Answer the following questions:
3- Because her dad got tickets for the Luxor
airplane festival.
4- They went to the festival.
5) Choose the correct answer:
1- don’t 2- would 3- shovel 4- fertile
6) Order the words to make correct

sentences:
1- How high are the waterfalls?
2- She didn’t have chicken for breakfast.
7) The Reader:
A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- T 2- F 3- T 4- T
B) Complete the following sentences:
1- seagrass 2- dangerous

Exam 2:
1) Listen and choose the correct answer:
1- three 2- Africa 3- difficult 4- ice
2) Listen and answer:
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4) Read the passage and answer the questions:
A) Choose the correct answer:
1- lovely 2- man
B) Answer the following questions:
3- He went to Alexandria.
4- To hire a boat.
5) Choose the correct answer:
1- and 2- travelled 3- Friction 4- gas
6) Order the words to make correct sentences:
1- Have you travelled on a ship?
2- Water turns to steam when you boil it.
7) The Reader:
A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- T 2- F 3- T 4- F
B) Complete the following sentences:
5- fast 6- desert

Exam 4:
1) Listen and choose the correct answer:
1- bees 2- expensive 3- natural 4- sweet
2) Listen and answer:
1- Design buildings.
2- Renewable resources.
3) Read and complete the dialogue with
words from the box:
1- mountain 2- found 3- museum
4- dinosaur
4) Read the passage and answer the

questions:
A) Choose the correct answer:
1- astronaut 2- gravity
B) Answer the following questions:
3- Because it helps us understand our own planet.
4- Because they have no gravity.
5) Choose the correct answer:
1- have told 2- gas 3- planted 4- inventor
6) Order the words to make correct

sentences:
1- What can we do with natural resources?
2- They don’t look like normal shoes.
7) The Reader:
A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- T 2- T 3- T 4- F
B) Complete the following sentences:
5- dugong 6- Camels

Exam 5:
1) Listen and choose the correct answer:
1- summer 2- Marsa Alam 3- car 4- mine
2) Listen and answer:
1- He uses a push force.
2- He uses the brakes.
3) Read and complete the dialogue with

words from the box:
1- midyear 2- why 3- there 4- family

4) Read the passage and answer the
questions:

A) Choose the correct answer:
1- engineer 2- making
B) Answer the following questions:
3- When he was 13.
4- Science and Math.
5) Choose the correct answer:
1- hot 2- had 3- will 4- push
6) Order the words to make correct

sentences:
1- What would happen if there was no gravity?
2- I like visiting the park.
7) The Reader:
A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- T 2- F 3- F 4- F
B) Complete the following sentences:
5- gazelles 6- soft

Exam 6:
1) Listen and choose the correct answer:
1- museum 2- resources 3- ancient 4- a lot
2) Listen and answer:
1- On the Mediterranean coast of Egypt.
2- It has a long beautiful coast line, and
many people.
3) Read and complete the dialogue with
words from the box:
1- club 2- How 3- went 4- What
4) Read the passage and answer the questions:
A) Choose the correct answer:
1- next to a river 2- an old boat
B) Answer the following questions:
3- It is hot.
4- He wants a fish for his basket which is empty.
5) Choose the correct answer:
1- protects 2- storm-chaser 3- boil 4- didn’t
6) Order the words to make correct

sentences:
1- Have you travelled on a ship?
2- Cairo is the largest city in Egypt.
7) The Reader:
A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- T 2- T 3- F 4- F
B) Complete the following sentences:
5- brave 6- food

Exam 7:
1) Listen and choose the correct answer:
1- ash 2- fertile 3- farmers 4- with
2) Listen and answer:
1- It is made of three volcanoes.
2- it has lots of different ecosystems.
3) Read and complete the dialogue with
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words from the box:
1- success 2- patient 3- beautiful 4- luck
4) Read the passage and answer the questions:
A) Choose the correct answer:
1- honey 2- books
B) Answer the following questions:
3- The ancient Egyptians.
4- To make things such as baskets, sandals,
and books.
5) Choose the correct answer:
1- gas 2- will 3- Arteries 4- went
6) Order the words to make correct sentences:
1- We met a man who works in a garden.
2- What do you think is a natural resource?
7) The Reader:
A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- T 2- T 3- T 4- F
B) Complete the following sentences:
5- hot 6- acacia tree

Exam 8:
1) Listen and choose the correct answer:
1- healthy 2- sports 3- chocolate 4- relax
2) Listen and answer:
1- Non-renewable.
2- Steam is a gas.
3) Read and complete the dialogue with
words from the box:
1- What 2- Why 3- Who 4- How often
4) Read the passage and answer the

questions:
A) Choose the correct answer:
1- Neva 2- trip
B) Answer the following questions:
3- It is in St. Petersburg in Russia.
4- Because they have to walk a lot.
5) Choose the correct answer:
1- who 2- but 3- odor 4- flamingo
6) Order the words to make correct

sentences:
1- You can pour a liquid into a cup.
2- What are you doing tomorrow?
7) The Reader:
A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- T 2- F 3- T 4- T
B) Complete the following sentences:
5- Camels 6- sea

Exam 9:
1) Listen and choose the correct answer:
1- salt 2- protect 3- carbon dioxide
4- flowers
2) Listen and answer:
1- We get vitamin D from sunlight.
2- Sunlight makes us feel happy.

3) Read and complete the dialogue with
words from the box:
1- fine 2- What 3- like 4- yes
4) Read the passage and answer the questions:
A) Choose the correct answer:
1- job 2- tables
B) Answer the following questions:
3- Jack is a carpenter.
4- He gets up at 6 o’clock in the morning.
5) Choose the correct answer:
1- travelled 2- Odor 3- push 4- who
6) Order the words to make correct

sentences:
1- The Ngorongoro crater is 260 kilometers square.
2- What lives in mangrove forests?
7) The Reader:
A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- T 2- F 3- T 4- F
B) Complete the following sentences:
5- steep 6- desert daffodils

Exam 10:
1) Listen and choose the correct answer:
1- plants 2- arteries 3- veins
4- carbon dioxide
2) Listen and answer:
1- People in ancient Egypt used mud to build
houses.
2- They took it from the Nile.
3) Read and complete the dialogue with
words from the box:
1- telling 2- scientist 3- clocks 4- important
4) Read the passage and answer the
questions:
A) Choose the correct answer:
1- see his way 2- parrot
B) Answer the following questions:
3- Because he heard a cry for help.
4- From the trees at the end of the garden.
5) Choose the correct answer:
1- where 2- push 3- hives 4- bought
6) Order the words to make correct
sentences:
1- Have you ridden a bike before?
2- People used mud to build houses.
7) The Reader:
A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- T 2- F 3- T 4- F
B) Complete the following sentences:
5- perfect 6- steep



 

 1 First Term 

A. Listening 

 1.  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d.  
 1. The Sahara Desert is the …………………… hot desert in the world. 

     a. smallest       b. coldest          c. largest         d. shortest 

 2. Arctic and the Antarctic are …………………… deserts. 

     a. cold              b. hot               c. warm            d. dry 

 3. The Sahara Desert covers …………………… countries. 

     a. five              b. twenty          c. nine              d. eleven 

 4. The Sahara Desert is a very …………………… place. 

     a. wet              b. dry               c. cold              d. rainy 

 2.  Listen and answer the questions.                                                                       

 1. What is Rainbow Bridge?  
     ………………………………………………………………………………… 

 2. When has Rainbow Bridge been a National Monument? 
     ………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

B. Reading 

 3.  Read and complete the text with the words in the box:       

wetlands – 260 – volcano – Egypt - Tanzania 

      The Ngorongoro Crater in ……………… is the largest volcanic crater  

 in the world. It formed when a …………… erupted millions of years ago.  

 It is about ………… square kilometers. The sides of the crater are over  

 600 meters tall, and inside there are ……………… and forests.  
 
 4.  Read the following text and answer the questions: 

        Last week, our class went on a trip to the waterfalls at Wadi El  

 Rayan. It was beautiful! There are two lakes there: one at the top of 

 the waterfalls and one at the bottom. The waterfalls are 67 meters   

 high, so the sound of water falling is very loud. We couldn't hear our  

 teacher talking very well! We learned that the water comes from an  

 oasis in the desert. An oasis is a place in the desert with water. The  

 water travels eight kilometers from the oasis to the lake through a  

 tunnel. 

 



 

 2 Connect plus 5 

  

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: 

 1. Our class went on a trip ……………….  

  yesterday  last week  tonight  today 

 2. The water comes from a/an ………………. 

  hill   sea    oasis   river   

 B. Answer the following questions: 

 3. Where was the trip? 
     ………………………………………………………………………………… 

 4. How high are the waterfalls? 
     ………………………………………………………………………………… 

C. The Reader 

 5. A.  Read and write T (True) or F (False):      T            F              

 1. Jubari was born in Wadi el Gemal.  

 2. If the sand is too soft, gazelles can run. 

 3. Mountains were steep, so Jubari was tired.  

 4. The ibex lives in Ras Hankorab beach. 

 B.  Complete the following:  

 1. Jubari was a ...................... young dorcas gazelle.  

 2. The people made lake Nasser because they needed ……………. 

D. Writing 

 6.  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d.  

 1. I want to be healthy, .................. I eat lots of fruit and vegetables.  

     a. because      b. but                  c. so                   d. and 

 2. The Amazon rainforest is a .......................... ecosystem.   

     a. beauty        b. beautiful           c. beautifully      d. beautician 

 3. If we didn't burn fossil fuels, we................ less pollution. 

     a. make         b. makes              c. will make        d. would make 

 4. We'll use more solar energy in the future, ………………… we? 

     a. will           b. won't                c. didn't            d. aren't  

 

 



 

 3 First Term 

 7.  Order the words to make correct sentences:  

 1. volcanoes - there - ash - When – is – erupt, .  
    ………………………………………………………………………………… 
 2. beats – Your – a day – over 100, 000 – heart - times. 
    ………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 8.  Write a paragraph of FIFTY (50) words using 

 the following guiding elements: 

                                              “The Sun” 

Sun – natural – resource – renewable – solar energy - electricity 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Listening text (1) 

The Sahara Desert is the largest hot desert in the world. (the  

 Arctic and the Antarctic are bigger but are cold deserts). It covers  

 eleven countries and is nine million square kilometers - that's about  

 the size of the USA! Some of the sand dunes can be about 180  

 meters high. Although it is a very dry place, some plants and animals  

 live here, and people have lived here for thousands of years, too. 

Listening text (2) 

Rainbow Bridge is one of the largest natural arches in the 

 world. It is also 200 million years old. It is on Lake Powell in Utah,  

 USA. It is 88 meters tall and it is made of red and brown  

 sandstone. A river eroded a hole in the sandstone and has formed  

 the arch over many, many years. Rainbow Bridge has been a  

 National Monument since 1910. 
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